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Special conditions  

amaysim energy offer – Devices promotion 

 
Promotion Period As set out in the promotional email sent by or on behalf of amaysim.  

Who is eligible? New energy customers who sign up to a new amaysim energy plan using the 

email address to which the relevant promotional email was sent by or on 

behalf of amaysim and who use the promotional code provided in the email 

when singing up at amaysim.com.au/energy or by calling 1300 808 300 and 

mentioning this offer and make payment in full of their first amaysim energy 

bill by the due date (Eligible Customers) are eligible for the Promotion 

Benefits.  

 

Promotion Benefits 
- Eligible Customers will receive a voucher code credit to be used on the 

amaysim online tech store (https://shop.amaysim.com.au/) 

corresponding with the specific promotion and device or product set out 

in the email to the Eligible Customer.  

- The voucher will be sent via email to the validated email address upon 

payment of the Eligible Customer’s first energy bill. The first bill will be 

issued approximately one month after the energy account has been 

successfully switched to amaysim. The switching process may take up to 

90 days to complete.  

- The voucher code is valid for redemption up to 11.59pm (Sydney time) on 

the date set out in the email. 

Terms and conditions 
- Available to new amaysim energy accounts only. Limit one per residential 

address. 

- Voucher is not exchangeable or redeemable for cash. 

- All other conditions of the amaysim Energy Market Terms & Conditions 

and Tech Store returns and Refund Policy apply to the customer’s 

agreement with amaysim. 

- Customers can check the progress of their energy account via 

myamaysim or by calling 1300 808 300. 

- Not to be used with any other promo code/offer. 

- Promotion subject to change without notice and may be withdrawn at 

amaysim’s discretion. 

- The promotion will automatically expire after any applicable stock or 

promotion limits communicated to Eligible Customers have been 

reached. 

- Limit of one applicable product per Eligible Customer. 

- Not to be used with any other amaysim tech store promo code/offer or 

voucher. 

- Promotion Benefits may be withdrawn if payment fails at any stage.  

https://www.amaysim.com.au/dms/amaysim/documents/terms-conditions/amaysim-Energy-Market-Terms-and-Conditions.pdf
https://www.amaysim.com.au/dms/amaysim/documents/terms-conditions/amaysim-Device-Store-Terms-of-Service.pdf
https://accounts.amaysim.com.au/identity/login
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- Offer not available with any other promotion and is not transferable. 

 

 


